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• We are made up of trillions of single cells that underlie 
our health

• The makeup of cells is highly diverse and constantly 
changing

• Advances in cancer therapy will increasingly involve 
single cell science

Single cells underlie human health

X    trillions         =



Example – rare cells that drive tumor survival

Example: 

• Hypothesis is that cancer stem cells drive 
tumor survival

• Cancer stem cells comprise a small 
proportion of tumor cells

• However, cancer stem cells are poorly 
understood



• Conventional ‘omics (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, 
etc.) measurements are made on mixtures of millions of cells 
in bulk

• Single cell context is gone 

• Maybe you can detect cell types that are >5% of cells in a 
tissue … but probably not

Most ‘omics measure cell mixtures in bulk

Gene Tumor 1 Tumor 2
Gene 1 1005 1000
Gene 2 1400 1410
Gene 3 750 850
Gene 4 100 102

Tumor 1

Tumor 2 RNA-seq



Solution: use single cell ‘omics

Do single cell ‘omics!

• Thousands to millions of cells

• DNA (mutations, etc) and RNA (expression profiles)

• Specialized measurements (ChIP-Seq, T cell receptors)

Single cell droplet genomics 
(Macosko et al., Cell 2015; 161: 5)

Microwell microfluidics
(www.fluidigm.com)



Single cell ‘omics = high-resolution ‘omics

• Discovery of novel and rare cell types and cell states

• Identification of novel (contextual) gene functions

• Genes + cell types + cell states = disease

Cell type Tumor 1 Tumor 2
Green cells 105 100
Light green cells 400 400
Tan cells 50 52
Red cells 0 51

Gene Tumor 1 Tumor 2
Gene 1 1005 1000
Gene 2 1400 1410
Gene 3 750 850
Gene 4 100 102

Conventional Single-cell ‘omics

≠

Tumor 1 Tumor 2

Conclusion:



Past: Drug target discovery by machine learning

298 bladder cancer 
patients treated with 

anti-PD-L1 
(Atezolizumab)

Immune phenotype by IHC

Clinical response

Data obtained from Mariathasan et al. Nature 2018

Pre-treatment RNA-seq

CR PR SD PD

Dimension reduction using 
Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA)

Identify principal 
components (PCs) / 
genes associated 

with immune 
phenotype and 

response



Now: higher-resolution drug target discovery

Tirosh et al, Science 2016

• But, putting tumors through a blender probably misses 
important biological differences 

• Such biological differences are key to discovery of 
novel targets

Rare cells similar 
between tumors 
that are otherwise 
very different

Tumor cell 
clusters

Normal cell 
clusters



Lymph nodes
Spleen
Bone marrow

Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4

Benchmark A
Benchmark B

Identifying rare antibodies

• Finding a billion-dollar drug is enormously expensive and 
slow using conventional technology

• Single cell ‘omics allows us to capture and characterize 
complete antibody repertoires

• This allows small companies like GigaGen to compete with 
the big guys

Mouse 
antibody 
repertoire

Single-cell 
genomics

=+

Rare anti-cancer 
antibodies

Asensio et al, MAbs 2019
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Antibodies assessed for 
competitive blocking of target 

binding to ligands

• In immuno-oncology, often unclear whether you want to block 
ligands, kill target cells, or both

• Single-cell ‘omics provides a diversity of antibodies for testing 
in vivo

Diverse antibody functions for oncology

No antibody

Big pharma benchmark

Non-blocker

Only blocks ligand B

Erica Stone, unpublished



In vivo mechanism of action

Tumor Single-cell 
‘omics

+

T cell receptor 
repertoire

=

• Drug mechanisms are surprisingly poorly understood

• Example – though PD-1 modulates T cells at the site of 
the tumor, little is known about specific cell killing 
mechanism

• Single-cell ‘omics captures tumor T cell repertoires 
and finds the specific killing mechanism



Spindler et al, under review

• We used single-cell ‘omics to identify tumor-reactive T 
cells in a “cured” patient

• Larger studies could identify patterns:

• Non-responders vs. responders

• Cells present pre- and post-therapy

• Location and phenotype of cells

In vivo mechanism of action

T cell type A
T cell type B
T cell type C



The field is constrained by sequencing costs

Millions of cells
Targeted sequencing

Thousands of cells
Whole transcriptome

• Millions of cells, whole 
transcriptome needs 
cheaper sequencing

• But sequencing costs 
have not decreased in 
the past 5 years



What next? A surge of drug R&D

Upset that there are no new targets? 

Wish you could find that billion-dollar 
drug faster?

Get ready, the single-cell surge is 
coming…


